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ABNORMAL INCIDENTS INVOLVING ACTINIDE WASTES

J.C. Courtney, C.C. Dwight, M.A, Lehto, and S.E. Aumeier, Argonne National Laboratory

P.O. Box 2528, Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2528, (208) 533-7735

ABSTRACT
Many types of waste materials containing significant activities of the actinide elements are handled in the Hot
Fuel Examination Facility (HFEF) and the Fuel Manufacturing Facility (FMF) operated by Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL). This paper outlines potential accidents, analytic techniques, and resulting dose equivalents
for key receptors within and around the ANL site. Radiological consequences of accidents caused by
releases of thermal and mechanical energy are estimated using highly conservative assumptions for actinide
wastes and for unirradiated and fresh nuclear fuel. For spent fuel, total effective doses (TED) do not exceed
33 IJSV(3.3 mrem) to the closest offsite receptor and 970 pSv (97 mrem) at the ANL entry/exit portal. For
actinide wastes, TED values are less than 1.9 pSv (0.19 mrem) offsite and less than 56 pSv (5.6 mrem) at
the portal. Events involving fires in unirradiated actinide metals produce maximum TEDs of 4.6 IJSV (0.46
mrem) at the nearest site boundary and 495 pSv (49.5 mrem) at the ANL portal.

INTRODUCTION
The objective of this paper is to estimate the radiological consequences of hypothetical abnormal incidents
that might occur in the HFEF and the FMF operated by ANL on the Idaho National Engineering and
Environmental Laboratory located 48 km West of Idaho Falls, ID. Materials that contain fission products are
handled within large alpha-gamma hot cells in the HFEF. Unirradiated actinides are handled in thin-walled
containment chambers in the FMF and the HFEF. Before any operation is begun, safety analyses documents
are generated to estimate the radiological consequences of a spectrum of hypothetical events. Bounding
values of the total effective doses (TEDs) are estimated at receptors located at the nearest site boundary,
about 5 km SSE of ANL, and at the site entry/exit portal. The TED is dominated by the committed effective
dose (CED) from inhalation for the radionuclides that could be released from the HFEF or the FMF after
severe accidents; that is contributions from gamma rays from radioactive materials that remain outside of the
human body are negligible.

DESCRIPTION OF FACILITIES
Only two of the unique facilities operated by ANL are discussed in this paper. They are the HFEF, a hot cell
with ancillary support areas and the FMF, a building designed and equipped for operations involving
unirradiated actinides. Both were constructed to support nuclear energy development missions for the US
Department of Energy (DOE); presently, they are involved in waste management, studies of nuclear
materials, and development of environmental technology. Procedures are designed to limit the masses and
activities of materials present in any given location at any given time to prevent accidental criticality and to limit
the consequences of credible events that generate enough thermal or mechanical energy that could
compromise barriers to the release of radioactive materials. Supporting HFEF and FMF operations are an
independent safety department featuring health physics and industrial hygiene groups and an analytic
laboratory with hot cells, glove boxes, and mass spectrometers. Afire station and a small medical facility are
located at ANL. Security is provided by a guard force trained to protect personnel and property and to
respond to threats from a variety of sources.



The HFEF contains the main cell which is filled with argon and the air filled decon cell; the walls of both cells
are composed of 1.5 m of high density concrete, which provides an effective shield against photons emitted
by fission and activation products in spent fuel. The main cell is designed for containment of materials that
might be released by in-cell operations. There is an ancillary support area located above the hot cells;
adjacent to this support area, another confinement volume has been constructed for the examination of
materials to be sent to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) near Carlsbad, New Mexico. It features a large
waste characterization chamber (WCC) designed to shield against the 60 keV photon emitted by 24’Am, a
major component in transuranic waste.

Originally constructed to fabricate metallic fuel assemblies for fast reactors, the FMF has evolved as a flexible
research area that can handle limited amounts of unirradiated actinide elements. It contains a large glove box,
two enclosed hoods, nondestructive testing laboratories, and a storage vault for special nuclear materials.
In this paper, the radiological consequences of abnormal events involving materials inside and outside of the
glove box or hoods are considered.

MATERIALS AT RISK
For any credible event, the amount of material at risk (MAR) is defined in units of radioactivity, GBq. Projects
at ANL could involve metallic and oxide fuels for fast reactors, or uranium dioxide (U02 ) for light water cooled
and moderated power reactors (LWRS). One typical metallic fuel used at ANL in the past contains a binary
mixture of 90% uianium and 10% zirconium. Another metallic fuel contains plutonium, uranium, and
zirconium; it is called ternary fuel. The ORIGEN program (1) is used to find the radionuclide content of the
spent fuel as a function of cooling time. Since the actual uranium enrichment in any type and the amount of
plutonium present in ternary fuels can vary, ORIGEN calculations are performed for maximum enrichment
expected in any fuel form. Enrichments up to 67% are found in the metallic fuels; an enrichment of 4.25% is
selected for the oxide fuel for LWRS. In the ternary fuel, plutonium content of 23.4% of the fuel weight is
chosen as a reasonable upper bound. Calculations for binary and ternary fuels used actinide cross sections
developed for metallic fuels irradiated in fast reactors; cross sections for LWR fuels were unmodified from
those in the ORIGEN data package. To ensure conservative results, calculations were performed for burnups
of 133,000 MW-days/Tonne for metallic fuels, and 50,000 MW-days/Tonne in the LWR fuel.

All spent fuel involved in the hypothetical events covered in this paper are assumed to be in the main cell at
the HFEF at the time of the upset. Based on the mass limits on the fissile materials and the size of in-cell
equipment, it is assumed that 100 kg of spent fuel would be at risk in any single event. There is little change
in the radiological consequences associated with fuels that have cooled between 5 and 30 years (2). After
10 years, only five fission products and six actinides account for over 99.6?40of the total TED (2). Activities
of these eleven radionuclides are shown in Table 1 for all three fuel types.

Table 1
Activities of Important Nuclides In Three Types Of Spent Fuel In The HFEF Main Cell

Nuclide Binary Fuel (GBq) Ternary Fuel (GBq) LWR Fuel (GBq)

‘Sr 1.12X106 9.10X105 3.29x105

‘Y 1.12X106 9.10X105 3.29x1 05

134CS 1.01X104 9.10X103 7.29x104

‘37CS I.23x10G 1.25x1 OG 4.81x105

‘37mBa 1.23x1 Os 1.25x1 0s 4.81x105

238PU 1.87x1 03 2.61x103 1.50X104

239PU 1.41X103 3.35X104 1.14X103

240Pu 6.72x1 0° 3.27x104 1.74X103
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Nuclide Binary Fuel (GBq) Ternary Fuel (GBq) LWR Fuel (GBq)

24’PU 2.13x102 7.68x10S 4.26x105

24’Am 4.74xlo0 2.07x104 9.25xf103

244Cm 1.32x104 1.85x102 4.07X104

Abnormal incidents in the WIPP waste characterization area above the HFEF hot cells are assumed to involve
plutonium and americium surface contamination. Waste emptied from three drums with very high activities
might beat risk for events that occur inside of the WCC. Accidents in areas adjacent to the WCC assume that
a pallet load of four drums is subjected to severe thermal and mechanical accidents; the average activity of
the actinides per drum is slightly less than assumed for the WCC event. In addition, the TED is estimated for
accidents involving 10 g each of 23ePu02 and 24’Arn205. Table 2 presents the MAR values of the five actinides
considered in each of these four source terms for these hypothetical accidents.

Table 2
Actinide Activities For Accidents In The WIPP Waste Characterization Area

Nuclide Three Drums In Four Drums Out Of Ten Grams Of Ten Grams Of
WCC (GBq) WCC (GBq) 23%u02 (GBq) 24’Am20. (GBq)

238PU 22.2 29.6 5,590 0

239PU 740 925 0 0

240Pu 167 207 0 0

24’PU 5,250 6,440 0 0

24’Am 118 ~52 0 1,110

This paper considers potential radiological consequences of accidents in the FMF that involve 3 kg of aged
plutonium containing a significant amount of 24’Am and 20 kg of very highly enriched (VHE) uranium metal.
As the enrichment of uranium in the isotope 2%U increases, the associated TED increases because the
content of 2WU also increases. Since most of the dose from uranium is imparted by 2WU, the shortest lived
common isotope of this element, values of the TED are less for the same mass of uranium of lower
enrichments. Source terms of 10 g of 2*Pu and 24’Arn metal are also considered. Table 3 shows the MAR
for the four sources that might be present in the FMF and subject to the hypothetical accident conditions.

Table 3
Activities Of Actinides At Risk In Abnormal Incidents In The FMF

Nuclide 3 kg Of Aged Pu 20 kg Of VHE U 10 g Of ‘Pu Metal 10 g of 24’Arn
Metal (GBq) Metal (GBq) (GBq) Metal (GBq)

‘u .0 24.1 0 0

235u o 1.48 0 0

236u o 0.148 0 0

23au o 0.014 0 0

2=PU 722 0 6,330 0

239PU 5,270 0 0 0

240Pu 5,020 0 0 0
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Nuclide 3 kg Of Aged Pu 20 kg Of VHE U 10 g Of 238PuMetal 10 g of 24’Am
Metal (GBq) Metal (GBq) (GBq) Metal (GBq)

24’PU 304,000 o 0 0

I 24’Am 5,080 0 0 1,270
I

CONSEQUENCE PROJECTION METHODS AND PARAMETERS
Any series of events that produces offsite consequences must be severe enough to compromise all of the
passive barriers to release and to impart enough kinetic energy to the radioactive materials to cause them to
remain airborne within the facility for an extended period of time. After cooling for 10 years, four volatile fission
product solids in spent fuel might contribute to the TED; they are “3mCd ‘2s1,‘XCS, and ‘37CS (with its short-
Iived progeny, ‘37mBa). The other nuclides of primary concern, mainly a&inide isotopes, are more refractory
solids. Airborne materials are moved through a filtration system into the atmosphere by the building exhaust
fans. If the exhaust system does not operate, materials could escape. through expansion of the building
atmosphere only if there is a significant release of energy. Two types of energy release are assumed to
initiate accident scenarios. In one, a release of thermal energy, a fire in metallic fuel or in combustible
materials that are contaminated with actinide oxides, compromises the barriers to release. In the other,
mechanical energy, such as an impact or fall, compromises the confinement barriers and causes radioactive
materials to become and remain airborne for a duration sufficient to reach receptors.

The event most likely to cause radionuclides in the hot cell to escape confinement is a fire in exposed metallic
fuel. Since spent LWR fuel is already oxidized, it can not burn, but oxide fuel could be reduced to a metallic
form in the main cell in HFEF as an intermediate step in producing a waste form for geological disposal. To
support combustion, the inert atmosphere in the hot cell, argon, must be replaced by air. Actinide wastes
handled in the WIPP characterization area are in the form of oxides. Fires in combustible nonradioactive
materials could cause the air surrounding the oxides to expand and to entrain fine particles for enough time
to enter the building exhaust system. Metallic forms of the actinides are routinely handled in glove box and
hoods in the FMF. They are outside of these confined volumes only briefly while they are being transferred
between storage and work areas. Normally, they are transferred in airtight containers.

Radiological consequences of accidents involving the types of materials handled by ANL personnel are
dominated by the committed effective dose (CED) from the inhalation of radionuclides, particularly cesium and
the actinide elements. While the CED is defined as the dose received over a 50 year period following an acute
intake, convention assumes that the dose is imparted immediately. The TED is defined as the CED plus the
deep dose equivalent (DDE) from radionuclides that remain outside the body. The DDE is imparted by
photons that can deposit their energy at a depth of one centimeter or more into the human body. For incidents
studied in this paper, the DDE is dwarfed by the CED from inhalation; so the TED equals the CED.

Considering the physical form of the radionuclide and the hypothetical sequence of events, an appropriate
airborne release fraction (ARF) is selected (3). While the ARF is function of time, an integrated value of this
unitless parameter is selected. For burning cesium, an ARF of 0.35 for burning cesium that is based on
measured releases from metallic fuel is used (4). An ARF of 0.0005 is selected for all other materials that can
be rapidly oxidized. For the actinide oxides on the surface of combustible WIPP waste, a value of 0.01 is
assumed for the ARF for fires. All materials involved in events that add mechanical energy are assigned an
ARF of 0.001.

Solids must be in the form of fine particles to be transported through the atmosphere to receptors. TO
contribute to the CED from inhalation, the particles must be small enough to enter the pulmonary region of
the human lung. By convention, a nominal size of 10 pm is used as an upper limit for the size of respirable
particles. The respirable fraction (RF), is used to specify that fraction of the airborne particles at or below 10
pm. Half of all the combustible fission products and actinides are assumed to be below 1() pm, and an RF
of 0.1 is assigned to all mechanical events in the HFEF hot cell and in the FMF (3). Measurements of particle
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sizes of actinide contamination in the WIPP waste drums indicate that an RF of 0.05 is conservative; this value
is assumed for both thermal and mechanical related events (2).

Not all of the radioactive particles that become airborne within a facility can escape into the environment. The
ratio of activity of a given nuclide that reaches the atmosphere to the activity of the same nuclide that becomes
airborne within a facility is called the leak path fraction (LPF). Multiplication of the reduction caused by passive
phenomena, CF, by the reduction afforded by active systems, AS, gives the LPF. Each independent barrier
to the release of materials is assigned a CF of 0.5 (5). Local confinement volumes, such as glove boxes,
hoods, hot ceils, or the WCC are considered to be independent of the building in which they are housed. So
materials within these volumes have a total CF of 0.25. Materials outside of these confinement volumes are
assigned a CF of 0.5.

To assure conservative estimates of TED values, some degree of degradation of the efficiencies of active
systems is assumed. Guidance for the AS for fine particles for exhaust systems containing high eficiency
particulate - air (HEPA) filters under accident conditions is available (5). Both the HFEF and the FMF are
assigned AS values of 0.001 because they have at least two stages of HEPA filtration. Multiplication of the
MAR by the product of the ARF, RF, CF. and AS gives the activity of each radionuclide that is released from
the facility into the atmosphere.

For our study, receptors are positioned on the nearest site boundary about 5 km SSE of either facility and at
the ANL site entry/exit portal located 280 m from the HFEF and 200 m from the FMF. The atmospheric
dilution factor, x/Q, in seconds per cubic meter is developed for low wind speeds (1 m/s), and very stable
(Type F) atmospheric conditions. These conditions are assumed to prevail for the duration of the release and
transport of the effluent from the facility to the receptor. More realistic assumptions on meteorological
conditions lead to concentrations of airborne materials one to three orders of magnitude less than those used
to project offsite doses. For the receptor located at the nearest site boundary (5 km from the release point),
the x/Q is estimated to equal 4x10+ s/m3. For the ANL portal, the value of x/Q is 1.2x1 Oq s/m3 for a release
from HFEF, and 4.3x10< s/m3 for a release from FMF. Multiplication of the activity released into the
atmosphere and the x/Q yields the time integrated concentration in GBq-s/m3 for each nuclide of interest.

Multiplication of the integrated concentration in GBq/s-m3 by a breathing rate, BR, in m3/s yields the inhaled
activity. Factors, Cl, are selected for each nuclide to convert inhaled activity in Bq to the CED in Sv (6).
Values of Cl depend on the chemical form of the inhaled nuclide; all materials should be oxides by the time
they reach offsite receptors. Only cesium and the actinides contribute significantly to the CED. Contributions
from nuclides that remain outside of the body are negligible; hence the CED equals the TED.

RESULTS
Estimations of the inhalation CED were performed using spreadsheet programs that find the product of the
MAR(Bq), ARF, RF, CF, AS, X/Q(s/m3) , BR(m3/s), Cl(Sv/Bq), and a factor that corrects for all units. Table
4 presents the CED values in pSv at the nearest site boundary and the ANL portal for the three types of spent
fuel in the HFEF main cell.

Table 4
Committed Effective Doses From Releases From Spent Fuel In The HFEF Main Cell

Spent Fuel Type Energy Type At ANL Portal (pSv) At Site Boundary (pSv)

Binary Thermal 642 21.4

Binary Mechanical 5.40 0.18

Ternary Thermal 969 32.3

Ternary Mechanical 134 4.45

LWR I Thermal 585 I 19.5
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I Spent Fuel Type I Energy Type I At ANL Portal (vSV) \ At Site Boundary (pSv) I

I LWR I Mechanical I 116 I 3.88 I

For the combustion of binary fuel, over 96% of the CED is delivered by ‘37Cs+’37mBa. The smaller ARF for
this isobaric pair in mechanical energy upsets significantly reduces the CED compared to thermal upsets. In
burning ternary fuel, ‘37CS+‘37mBainduces 65?40of the dose; 24’Am contributes 14%, and 239Puand 240Pueach
give 8.5%. Ternary fuel involved in mechanical accidents produces 41 % of the CED from inhalation of 24’Am
and 25% each from inhaling 239Pu and 24’Pu. For LWR fuel, ‘37Cs-’37mBa account for 41 YO in the thermal
accident and only 0.3°A in the mechanical event. Contributions from 244Cmare 29?40from fires and 59% from
accidents involving only kinetic energy. In fires, 24’Arn gives 10% of the total CED; in mechanical energy
events it gives 21 YO of the CED. ,

Projected CDE values from abnormal events in the WIPP waste characterization area are less than those
associated with accidents involving spent fuel. Table 5 summarizes the results for events initiated by thermal
energy that could occur within the WCC; the CED values for accidents initiated by mechanical energy area
factor often lower.

Table 5
Committed Effective Doses From Materials Handled In The WIPP WCC

Source Energy Type At ANL Portal (pSv) At Site Boundary (pSv)

Three Drums Thermal 6.47 0.216

Ten g Of 23*PuOZ Thermal 27.9 0.931

Ten g Of 24’AmzO~ Thermal 14.6 0.485

Table 6 gives the results for thermal events that occur outside of the WCC in the high bay of the HFEF.
Table 6

Committed Effective Doses From Materials Handled Outside Of The WIPP WCC

Source Energy Type At ANL Portal (pSv) At Site Boundary (pSv)

Four Drums Thermal 16.3 0.542

Four Drums Mechanical 5.21 0.174

Ten g Of 238Pu02 Thermal 55.8 ‘t.86

Ten g Of 238Pu02 Mechanical 5.58 0.186

Ten g Of 24’Am20~ Thermal 29.1 0.971

Ten g Of 24’Am20~ Mechanical 2.91 0.097

Estimates of the CED values from hypothetical thermal induced accidents that might occur in the FMF are
presented in Tables 7 and 8. Values for events induced by mechanical energy are lower by a factor of 2.5.

Table 7
Committed Effective Doses From Materials Handled In FMF Glove Box Or Hoods

Source Energy Type At ANL Portal (pSv) At Site Boundary (@v)

20 kg VHE U Thermal 0.134 0.00125

3 kg Aged Pu Thermal 247 2.30
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Source Energy Type At ANL Portal (pSv) At Site Boundary (jJSv)

Ten g Of 238Pu Thermal 56.7 0.528

Ten g Of 241Am Thermal 29.8 0.278

Table 8
Committed Effective Doses From Unconfined Materials Handled In FMF

Source Energy Type At ANL Portal (pSv) At Site Boundary (pSv)

20 kg VHE U Thermal 0.269 0.0025

3 kg Aged Pu Thermal 494 4.59

Ten g Of 2*Pu Thermal 113 1.06

Ten g Of 24’Am Thermal 59.7 -. 0.555

CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
Even using the conservative assumptions in this paper, estimated TED and CED values for the spectrum of
accidents are well below the current DOE regulatory guideline of 0.25 Sv (25 rem) for highly unlikely events.
For spent ternary metallic fuel burning in the HFEF main cell, the TED is less than 969 pSv (97 mrem) at the
ANL portal and 33 pSv (3.3 mrem) at the nearest site boundary. Accidents in the WIPP waste characterization
area in the HFEF high bay delivered less than 56 I.JSV(5.6 mrem) at the portal and 1.9 pSv (0.19 mrem) at
5 km. Combustion of 3 kg of aged plutonium metal in the FMF produced TEDs less than 500 I.ISV (50 mrem)
and 4.6 pSv (0.46 mrem) at the portal and nearest site boundary, respectively.
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